The World’s most rugged trailer
Lake Brunner

Go further for longer on your next adventure
with the Quest Bike Trailer.

Technical Specifications

Developed to withstand the roughest of journeys. The Quest Bike
Trailer has been tried, tested and proven on some of the worlds
harshest cycle tours from New Zealand to America, Afghanistan
to Patagonia.

Capsule Dimensions:
73cm L x 41cm W x 30cm D

The Quest Bike Trailer is tough, built to go the places you want to go.
Made from rotomoulded plastic (like a whitewater kayak), it is
fully capable and guaranteed for off road use. Featuring a sprung
rear wheel (undampened), stainless steel swing arm and tow hitch.
No paint means no scratches.

Weight: 8kg

Assembled Length: 1250cm

Compatible with pannier racks,
different size wheels, full
suspension & hard tail mountain
bikes. Water resistant.

w Low centre of gravity allowing you to ride as normal
w Streamlined design to follow your bike precisely
w 80L capacity with an external bungee system to maximise
carrying capacity
w Easy to use, quick release mechanism
w Rugged design enabling fast downhill descents
w Transportable - Packed down the Quest Bike Trailer as suitable
as airline check in luggage!
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Trail blazing
through the USA

The Quest Bike Trailer was born out of the stunning
mountains of Arthurs Pass in the South Island of
New Zealand.
A true triumph of Kiwi ingenuity and a proven product to take you
further for longer.
An engineer and experienced outdoorsman, Chris Harrington, combined the
two passions in his life; adventuring and creating. This combination sparked the
development of the Quest Bike Trailer back in 2010. Several prototypes later he
has now proven the Quest Bike Trailer himself throughout New Zealand, USA,
Australia and Europe.

Above: Up rugged New Zealand Alpine

Testimonials from Quest trailer travellers...
Grum Frith – Quest trailer 10,000kms

Susan Burslem – Quest trailer 1,500kms

Gotta say it’s wonderful. I was riding
with a guy hauling (another trailer). He
couldn’t go more than 40kph downhill as
it was too unstable. I’m tracking 60-70kph
downhill, and it follows like a charm.

On the gravel roads of Patagonia, I didn’t
even know I was riding with a trailer most
of the time. Fantastic!

Above: Through the countryside of Afghanistan

Lindsay Gault – Quest trailer 12,000kms
Riding down from above the Arctic Circle in Canada I had a three week supply load.
800 kilometres of rough gravel and only one real supply point (Fort McPherson). The Quest
trailer was the key to survival on this ride. It tracked beautifully and carried the heavy stuff
without excessive load on the bike frame. 12,000 kilometres later at the Atlantic it was still
tracking without a single puncture. For a long haul ride like this, the Quest trailer is the way
to go, rugged and solid engineering. Perfect on and off road.
Right: Linday’s 12,000 journey from the Artic Circle to the Atlantic
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